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The Other Islamic State
Ayatollah means the ‘sign
of God,’ Hezbollah the
‘party of God,’ and Hokumat-e eslami means ‘Islamic government.’ These
are not rhetorical devices
in the parlance of ISIS and
neither are they features
of Saudi Arabia’s political
landscape. These are examples of the pillars the Islamic Republic of Iran is built
on and no amount of engagement or rehabilitation,
investment or peace declarations can change the fact
that Iran is, fundamentally,
an Islamic state. Its goals
are no less zealous, no less
lofty than ISIS; seeking to
usurp the Sunni sect as the
custodians of Islam’s holiest shrines and construct
an idealised political entity with a system that reflects the values, legitimacy
and power of Iran as the
vanguard Shia-theocracy.
Where ISIS has its caliphate, Iran has its imamate
and while they may conflict
over doctrine and influence both are revolutionary
states that marry radical
Islam to state structures.
Yet many in the US and Europe are ready to gloss over
Iran’s pragmatic fundamentalism – which has ensured
that the Arabian Gulf and
wider Middle East remains
in a state of international
and sectarian conflict – for
reasons that are elusive, but
somehow gravitate around

energy security and the war
against ISIS. With a clipboard of (ostensibly) shared
interests, Iran is being rehabilitated. Unfortunately,
there is no harmony of interests and Iranian rhetoric
does not match its intentions. Instead, Iran is seeking strategic hegemony;
it wants unfettered access
to the Mediterranean Sea,
dominance over the Arabian Gulf and Yemen and
raw territorial gains in Iraq
and Syria. To do so, Iran
has had to limit the US and
Europe’s presence in the
region, which after failing
to do so by force has managed through diplomacy.
So, with a reduced Western presence Iran can start
focusing on consolidating
its other goals—with more
money (thanks to sanctions
relief) and an invigorated

Revolutionary Guard Corp.
Hindsight, they say, is
20/20. In this case, so is
foresight. Iran is an Islamic state and is driven by a
logic that solders Shia fundamentalism to geopolitics.
Cracking the code of Iranian thinking means looking beyond Iran’s smokescreens; President Rouhani,
Foreign Minister Zarif
and Iran’s Majlis (parliament), and peering into the
closed-circuit paradigm of
Ayatollah Khamenei, the
Guardianship Council and
the Revolutionary Guards.
These are the country’s real
powerbrokers. That they
have endorsed the nuclear
deal has nothing to do with
re-joining the international community and everything to do with increasing
Iran’s ability to achieve its
other goals. Less sanctions

means more money and
more money means more
weapons, more clandestine
operations, more instability and greater projection.
Iran does not have an open
economic system; its ports
and infrastructure are controlled by the Revolutionary
Guards who are subordinate to the Ayatollah. There
should be no ambiguity as
to who will gain most with
the coming economic surge
and what they will do with
their newfound wealth.
Take out the crystal ball for
2016 and the wars in Syria
and Iraq end with Assad
in place in the former and
Shia militias in the latter.
Iran’s naval presence in
Syria will heighten tensions with Israel, Turkey
and Egypt and the next
round of Israel-Hezbollah violence only needs a
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trigger. Europe’s migration
crisis will peak as Syria’s
Alawites and Iraqi Shia
take out their frustrations
over ISIS on what’s left of
those countries’ civilian
populations. Bahrain, Kuwait and Saudi Arabia will
probably see a return of sectarian violence as Iran supplies embedded terror cells
with money bags, weapons and inciting clerics.
Yemen will keep inching
towards national destruction. All this as Western
money pours into the coffers of an Islamic Republic
that is not in the throes of
reform, but is hunkering
down for the long-game.
But there is some good
news, however cryptic it
may sound. The Iranian
economic floodgates will,

eventually, slam shut. We
have seen it all before. In
the 1990’s, a different moderate President, Katami,
also promised a new and
fresh Iran. He was silenced,
shackled and supressed by
the Ayatollah and his at-theready foot-soldiers. Now as
then a lot of Americans and
Europeans are going to lose

a lot of money on this next
Iran rehabilitation project.
Court cases will abound,
and pressure will be mounted on congresses and parliaments as Iran retracts back
into its revolutionary shell
and nationalises everything
in its path. Those that risked
and lost because they trusted the Islamic Republic will
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cry foul—they always do.
But the saga of Iran is not,
and must not, be about the
short-term financial gains
for a privileged few. It is
about the original Islamic
state and its regional designs. It is about tying sanctions relief to Iranian behaviour: its ballistic missile
programme, its exportation
of terrorism, continued
occupation of Abu Musa,
Upper and Lower Tunb, its
instigation in Bahrain and,
crucially, its callous stifling
of its own people. Sanctions
relief for the Islamic Republic is a regional, not a national issue!
by Mitchell Belfer

The Islamic Republic of Iran at 40: Regional Strategy
When the Islamic Revolution swept through Iran
in 1979, overthrowing the
Shah and introducing a theocratic system of government, Tehran’s position in
the Middle East and North
Africa region changed
abruptly. In the subsequent
four decades, Iran was involved in a long war with its
Arab neighbour, Iraq, and
in a long asymmetric campaign to build a network of
influence in the wider region. In this context, the establishment of Hezbollah in
Lebanon, a militia as well
as a political party infused
with Iranian revolutionary
ideology and managed by
Iran’s Revolutionary Guard
Corps (IRGC), provides a
primary example of Tehran’s regional strategy after
the revolution. Thorough
the decades Hezbollah, as
well as other groups modelled after it, have proven

formidable proxies for Iran,
enabling the entrenchment
of its influence in Lebanon, Syria, Iraq, and beyond. Fast forward to the
contemporary times and,
specifically, after the 2011
Arab uprisings, Iran and
its proxies have attempted
to exploit the vacuum of
power created by political
chaos in the region combined with a retrenchment of global powers.
In this context, the decision
by the United States, under
Donald Trump, to withdraw around 2,000 troops
in Syria, would create a significant strategic space for
Iran. If such decision were
to materialise, it is quite
probable that, in the nottoo-distant-future, the evident tensions between Hezbollah and Israel along the
Bekaa-Golan border could
explode involving a variety
of groups stationed in the

area. While Iran does not
want a conventional confrontation with Jerusalem
and the United States, who
would certainly support Israeli ally, Tehran could pursue an asymmetric confrontation, one that allows it to
fight at low cost and with
the minimum commitment
of its forces, in accordance
with its decades-long strategy. Viewed in a historical
context, it seems clear that
establishing and securing a
corridor between Iraq, Iran,
Syria and Lebanon, is not
only Tehran's goal in the
Syrian war, but also the natural evolution of Iran’s regional strategy since 1979.
In pursuing this strategy
Iran could, however, get
entangled in several conflict scenarios including: a
conventional war in northern Lebanon, with the participation of Hezbollah,
the IRGC, and the Hamas

network; a clash on the
Bekaa-Golan border line
that initially moves into
Syrian territory, leaving
southern Lebanon free for
a possible secondary attack
on Israel, at a later stage of
operations; a double war, in
Lebanon and Syria at the
same time, with further and
subsequent support of Hamas attacks against Israel.
While Iran’s tactics may not
be yet defined, Hezbollah
has at least 110,000 missiles
and rockets on the border
with Israel, and the IRGC
has at least 3,800 between
the border of the Litani
river and the Bekaa-Golan
axis. It is likely that, instead
of looking for a direct confrontation with Israel, Hezbollah and Iran would fuel
their own guerrilla groups
across the Bekaa-Golan
and Iraq-Lebanon corridors, to avoid Israel's immediate centre of gravity.
Continued PAGE 4
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In fact, the constellation of
Iranian-aligned forces are
moving away from the border with Israel to regroup to
the north and east of Syria,
up to the borders with Iraq.
It is obvious that this happens because of the abandonment of the positions
by the US forces, aban-

donment that Iran wants
to capitalise on quickly. It
would be a short redeployment to link its forces located in Syria to those in
Iraq—another country central to Iranian calculations.
When reflecting on the history of the Islamic Republic’s engagement with the

MENA region, its strategy
seems as coherent as it does
compelling. The IRGC has
routinely capitalised opportunistically on the geopolitical spaces that open-up
around the region, with the
aim of expanding its political, economic and military influence. It has done

so even if exploiting these
spaces has led to further
destabilisation and polarisation. The ongoing retrenchment of global powers from
the MENA region could
very likely lead to new conflicts, with potentially dire
consequences, in an already
violence-ridden region.
by Piero De Luca

40 years on: iran needs an economic revolution
Iran’s economy is currently in crisis while Tehran’s
clerical leadership continues to lead the country towards confrontation with
the West. The United States
(US) decision to re-impose
crippling sanctions on the
Islamic Republic has certainly made things worse
for ordinary Iranians.
However, some of the root
causes of the problematic
economic status of a potentially very rich country,
dates back to before the
1979 Revolution and were
severely aggravated since.
The Shah period | Iran’s
economic growth became
increasingly dependent on
oil revenues in the 1970s.
By 1977, oil revenues had
reached US$20 billion per
year (79% of total government revenues). As such,
Iran began acquiring some
of the characteristics typical of rentier states: a system hindering the developments of all the sectors
of the economy which are
not related to the export of
natural resources. As a result, agriculture, traditional
industries, and the services
sector struggled. The only

businesses not as affected
were those state-sponsored
manufacturing industries
connected to members of
the Shah’s court. However, they only accounted for
6% of the country’s total
industrial
employment.
The state did not favour
competition among businesses and invested only
in economic activities concerned with the interests of
dominant groups closely
tied to the Shah’s court and
the state. Economic growth
was also hindered by political underdevelopment of the
Shah’s regime in areas such
as government efficiency,
human and property rights.
This limited opportunities
for the majority of Iranians
to fully develop their social
and economic potential.
Even the profits generated by the investments of
multinational companies
went hand-in-hand with a
political economic model
that failed to spread economic and social benefits
beyond a narrow Iranian
elite. Such profits, however, significantly enriched
both the Shah’s family and
his inner circle. Accord-

ing to the Washington Post
(17/01/2019), even parts of
the lucrative oil revenues
ended up directly into the
pockets of the ruling family rather than contributing to the state’s budget.
The Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps | Iran’s
Islamic
Revolutionary
Guard Corps (IRGC) currently have the same dominance over Tehran’s political establishment and
economic system that was
once enjoyed by the Shah
and his court, and worse.
Crucially, Major General
Ali Jafari is not only the
IRGC leader but also the
head of Iran’s internal
security apparatus. The
Supreme Leader himself
would have a more limited
enforcement capability, regarding his decisions, without Jafari’s support. This is
due to the increasing power
and prerogatives that the Islamic Republic’s religious
and political establishment
conceded to the IRGC to
ensure the survival of the
regime. Over the years,
this has provided the IRGC
both the leverage and the
legitimacy to permeate all

sectors of Iran’s economy
Such control grew so powerful that is currently seemingly impossible to oppose
it. Despite the fact that the
current Supreme Leader,
Ayatollah Ali Khamenei,
as recently as January 2018,
according to the Middle
East Institute, issued a decree aimed at reducing the
IRGC role in the country’s
economy, the IRGC’s elites
maintains a grip over Iran’s
vast natural resources,
oil and gas in particular,
which constitutes the country’s main export goods.
Opportunities
Ahead?
The December 2017 and
June 2018 economically-motivated protests signalled the unprecedented
level of dissatisfaction,
among ordinary Iranians,
with regard to the status
of the country’s economy.
Tehran needs to encourage
foreign investments and
develop an independent private business sector to overcome the current economic
crisis and meet the expectations of an overwhelmingly young population.
The signing of the Joint
Comprehensive Plan of AcContinued PAGE 6
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Iran’s Clandestine War on the Kingdom of Bahrain
Saraya al Ashtar and the Military Wing of Hezbollah Bahrain
Published on Dirasat - King Faisal Center for Research and Islamic Studies, 2019

By
Mitchell Belfer - Khalid Alshaikh
ABSTRACT - The 1979
Iranian revolution continues to reverberate throughout the Middle East.
While many of the more
pronounced Iranian proxies, such as the Lebanese
Hezbollah and the Houthi
militia in Yemen, are the
focus of a wide assortment
of terror-state explorations,
it is important to look at
some of the other organizations that Tehran utilizes in pursuit of its regional
and international interests.
Bahrain, has long been of
a strategic interest to the Islamic Republic as it regards
it as its Fourteenth Province and a stepping stone to
a more direct confrontation
with Saudi Arabia. The Iranian Revolutionary Guard
Corp prioritizes operations
against Bahrain, for Manama has faced a host of
radicalized terrorist groups
commanded by the IRGC
over the years which conducted terrorist attacks and

coup attempts. While Bahraini security operations
were able to contain most
Iranian terrorist groups,
the 2011 upheaval in much
of the Arab world provided clandestine groups with
new opportunities to polarize Bahrain and inspire political violence. This study
focuses on several of the
main Iran-backed groups
to have emerged in Bahrain
since 2011. Identifying the
so-called: Saraya al Ashtar,
along with its political
umbrella Al Wafa movement, and the Military
Wing of Hezbollah Bahrain, as the main groups,
this study seeks to provide
an understanding of those
organizations since they
pose the most pronounced
challenge to Bahrain (at
present) and to stability
in the wider Arab Gulf.
Additionally, the study
presents and analyses the
groups noted above (with
reference to their context).

It then asseses areas of
impact of the groups and
concludes with summarizing Bahrain’s measures on
how to curtail these groups
and their Iranian backers.
EXTRACT "Clandestine
operations organized and
executed by members of an
Iran-backed militia—later named Saraya al Ashtar
(SaA)—can be traced to
2007. At that time, acts of
violence had been greatly
reduced as the result of coordinated police actions and
high-profile prosecutions.
However, a regrouping
and incorporation of members of the (then) dissolved
IFLB was in process. Although operating without
the SaA brand until 2012,
the organization existed as
a clandestine unit that took
advantage of the mounting troubles in early 2011
to form a new, radicalized
terrorist group in Bahrain.
As part of their training ex-

ercises, young men in the
SaA (all from the Shia sect)
from some of Bahrain’s
villages—for
example,
Sanabis, Sitra, Diraz, Daih,
and Bani Jamra—began
the process of militarizing
demonstrations by using
political dissent as a means
of triggering strategic riots
aimed at attacking Bahrain’s security forces.2 The
process followed a pattern:
First, groups of young men
and women would stage a
march or protest in one of
the Shia villages...
READ THE FULL PAPER
SCAN THE CODE
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tion (JCPOA) in 2015, for
instance, had effectively
opened up Iran’s large and
developing market to EU
and US companies in an unprecedented way. Iran presents several characteristics
making the country very
attractive for business. For
instance, it offers a high degree of employability with
41% of the Iranian population under 25 years of age.
This is coupled with a youth
literacy rate of 98% and a
university enrolment rate
of 58%, standards which
are comparable to the ones
in some European coun-

tries. Therefore, Iran offers
a large a workforce which
is both young and specialised. Such figures indicate
that the Islamic Republic
could be set for economic
growth and business expansion. Iran’s natural resources account as the 17th
largest in the world. The
country is also characterised by established industries with the potential for
further development such
as pharmaceuticals and automobile manufacturing—
the latter being capable of
producing more than 1 million vehicles per year. In-

frastructural development
is another sector with the
potential to attract European investments. However,
most businesses and companies within Iran are directly controlled by current
or former members of the
IRGC and these remaining
are forced to operate within a system shaped by the
IRGC’s economic interests.
This capillary control of the
Pasdaran, makes it impossible for Western companies to make any significant
inroads into Iran’s economy
without involving, directly or indirectly, the IRGC.

Beyond the impact of
Washington’s decision, in
late 2018, to exit the JCPOA
and re-impose sanctions on
Tehran, it is this key, structural dysfunctionality and
inequality that would, arguably, cripple the potential
for widespread socio-economic growth as a function
of strengthen international
economic relations with
Iran. Until the components
of systematic feudalism and
cronyism in the country are
addressed, it is likely that
economic frustration will
keep growing.
by Antonino Occhiuto

Khomeini's Myth in Europe, 40 Years on
40 years since Iran’s Islamic
Revolution it is important to
explore the reverberations
beyond the country’s borders. During these decades
European countries have
been keen to engage the
Islamic Republic through
the so-called ‘critical dialogue:’ the aim has been not
only to develop economic
ties with the Middle Eastern nation, but even to further political dialogue. Fast
forward to the ‘Iran Deal’
period, from 2013 onwards;
many in Europe have also
pushed the reshaping of
Iran’s image as a country
ready for modernisation
and engagement. However,

most of the European public opinion still considers
the theocratic regime of
Iran as a repressive dictatorship which implements
religious laws and oppresses its people. This was not
always the case. In 19781979 the attitude towards
the revolution, expressed
by the European public
opinion was rather positive.
The Iranian Revolution
was followed by almost
all of the main newspapers
in Europe, many of which
sent their correspondents
to the field, offering thorough analysis and firsthand news. The Guardian
sent its journalists while

the Italian Corriere della
Sera and the French Le
Monde coordinated their
efforts by sending a prestigious philosopher and intellectual – along with other
correspondents – to the
country: Michel Foucault.
The goal was to publish
pieces that were more than
just up-to-date political articles. Foucault wanted to
understand and report the
origin and meaning of a
movement that was shaking
the Shah’s regime through
protests in the streets.
The philosopher retained
formidable influence on
public opinion in both Italy and France, and even

more so on the intelligentsia. In the article series,
later named Persian Notebook, Foucault described
the meaning of the actions
taken by Iranian protesters,
focusing on the religious
branch and on the figure
of the Ayatollah Ruhollah
Khomeini. Foucault saw
in the clergyman a legendary person, perceived as a
saint by the Iranian people
and capable of mobilising huge crowds avoiding
calls for violence. In his
description of Khomeini,
Foucault pointed out the
skills of this man who was
able to use the strength of
the Shi’a religious tradi-
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tion to confront the abrupt
process of modernisation started by the Shah.
The perspective expressed
by Foucault must be connected to a specific paradigm that was broadly appreciated and applied by
many intellectuals at the
time, and spread among the
left-leaning public opinion
in Europe: Third Worldism. The main idea behind
this paradigm was that the
fight against imperialism
connected all the liberation movements around the
globe, therefore the imposition of Western standards to
non-Western peoples was
just an expression of neocolonialism,
eventually
doomed to fail. Foucault’s
Khomeini represented the
protagonist of this struggle
in Iran and a model for the
international fight against
the oppressive actions implemented by Western powers all over the world. This
point is quite clear when
we consider the bulk of articles that were published
on the pages of Corriere
della Sera and Le Monde.
Many of them expressed
the connection between

the fight in Iran with those
in Cambodia and Nicaragua, structuring a comparison between very different
countries and often portraying Khomeini as a man
who fought for freedom.
It is relevant to highlight,
from within this perspective, what was missed by
most of the analysts, journalists and by Foucault
himself: Khomeini’s beliefs. As a high ranking
member of the Shi’a clergy,
the Ayatollah was a strong
supporter of religious law
and believed that the only
legitimate government on
Earth was the one under the
guardianship of those who
are able to read the true will
of Allah. These ideas were
openly expressed in the
Velayat-e faqih (the jurist
guardianship) a text written by Khomeini himself
that was almost completely
forgotten by those analysing his actions. Moreover,
the Ayatollah was in exile
in France and knew the
mainstream political perspectives expressed by the
European public opinion.
He was therefore capable
of using the language of the
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anti-imperialist struggle to
support his cause, showing
his great leadership skills
and his political ability.
Predictably, the great ex-

its employees kept captives and treated harshly.
After forty years, the Islamic Republic of Iran is
still in place and the Euro-

pectations expressed by the
French and Italian public
opinion were soon to be
a disappointment. When
Khomeini returned to Iran,
he implemented a theocratic regime which stripped
many rights granted under
the dictatorship of the Shah,
most of which were related
to the equality between men
and women. The peak of
disappointment was probably reached with the hostage
crisis in 1979, which lasted
for more than one year and
saw the US Embassy and

pean public opinion is increasingly more critical of
its system. The Guardian,
as well as Le Monde and
Corriere della Sera have
recently published articles
related to the 40th anniversary of the revolution.
This time the approach has
been quite critical of the
many issues the regime has
to face, from its economic
crisis to its international
isolation, providing a vastly
different portrait of Iran,
but avoiding mentioning
the old pieces published
during the revolution.
Interestingly, several editions of Foucault’s Opera
omnia did not include the
Persian Notebook articles
for many years, expressing a sort of refusal for the
stance of the philosopher.
This gives us an understanding of how the perception of the Islamic revolution has changed through
time, and of how difficult
the discussion of this subject can be even today.
by Leone Radiconcini
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Iranian Feminists and the Revolution

When Iran underwent its
Islamic revolution in 19781979, with the authoritarian regime of Mohammad Reza Shah Pahlavi
overthrown and followed
by an Islamist regime,
the questions of how the
rights of Iranian women
would evolve became increasingly controversial.
In Europe, several intellectuals increasingly critical of
Western modernism, such
as Michel Foucault— the
renowned French philosopher, historical and theorist—had expressed support to the establishment of
an Islamist state. Foucault
and others perceived the
revolution as an exercise of
collective will and power
from below and, in doing
so, he outright dismissed
the concerns of feminists
who opposed the dictatorial nature of the clerical
rule. For instance, in his
October 1978 essay in the
Corriere della Sera, “What
Do Iranians Dream of?”
Foucault embraced mythic
rhetoric to describe the futuristic vision of the Iranian
Islamic state in which there
would not be any ‘inequality with respect to rights’
between men and women,
but ‘difference, since there
is a natural difference.’
This led Atoussa H, a left-

ist Iranian woman living
in exile in Paris, to write a
public letter to Foucault in
Le Nouvel Observateur to
call him out on his failure
to denounce the oppressive
nature of theological rule
and romanticising the Iranian revolution, as well as
neglecting the systematic
injustices practiced toward
women. In the letter, she
stated: ‘I am profoundly
upset by the untroubled attitude of French leftists towards the possibility of an
Islamic government that
might replace the bloody
tyranny of the Shah.’
Meanwhile, unveiled Iranian women were already being threatened on the streets
and Khomeini’s supporters
had made it clear that in
the regime they wished for,
women should behave or
else be punished. Indeed,
as Khomeini consolidated

his power, he pushed for
the abolition of the Family
Protection Act and the discharge of female judges by
the Ministry of Justice. On
07 March 1979, Khomeini
demanded that the Interim
Government would begin
banning unveiled women
from working in or entering
government
institutions.
On International Women’s
Day, 08 March 1979, in
implementing
Khomeini’s decree, unveiled female public servants were
prohibited from entering
their workplaces, unless
they put on the chador.
These actions led a number of women to mobilise
on different fronts and to
stage angry protests on
the very same day. The regime’s security forces’ reaction to female protesters
was violent and swift, as
women were attacked and

subjected to physical and
verbal abuse. Many were
beaten and called ‘whores’
or ‘American agents.’
At that time, many European intellectuals, such as Simone de Beauvoir, Claudie
and Jacques Broyelle,
praised the bravery of
women rebelling against
the new political order. Simone de Beauvoir observed
that ‘Women are promoted
alongside men to do the
dirty work of the revolution.
Until it's won. Then they're
demoted again.’ In contrast,
Foucault stayed silent.
It is paradoxical to contrast this with the positive
contribution of Foucault’s
work on feminist academics and how the two have
converged on key fronts
such as the recognition of
the human body as a site of
power, a place upon which
domination is established
and compliance is restored,
and the power of discourse
in confronting this patriarchal, hegemonic order.
While Foucault’s fascination with the Iranian revolution may have been driven by his pursuit to merge
politics and spirituality, as
an alternative approach to
both Western capitalist democracy and socialism, today it becomes paramount
to critically re-engage with
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his work on the revolution
by recognising the blatantly gendered aspects of its
politics, and particularly
the religious leadership that
ultimately dominated it.
Now, 40 years after the revolution, Iranian women are
still fighting. Just last year,
the world has woken up to
a new wave of women’s
protests. Part of the largest
wave of protests, the Green
Movement, erupted in 2009

across more than 80 cities
and towns in Iran to lament
worsening economic conditions and government corruption, the My Stealthy
Freedom movement attempted to draw attention
to the very unique challenges faced by Iranian women.
Many of them climbed onto
telecom boxes and benches in public squares and
started a trend by taking
off their headscarves and
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waving them to demand the
freedom of choice concerning women’s dress code.
Video footages and images
of these actions were circulated instantly on social media, sparking debates about
personal freedoms, bringing
a new sense of empowerment to women in Iran and
drawing increasing attention from media elsewhere.
The movement took the
regime by surprise, as it

is not characterised by the
existence of a centralised
organisation coordinating
actions. Rather, what we
are witnessing is an organic
civil movement manifesting the pervasive discontent
of large segments of both
the male and female population, inspired by brave
individuals fighting for collective rights.
by Huda Alsahi

Iran’s Revolution turns 40…as does its patriarchy
Changes that affect women’s lives are among the
most interesting and controversial aspects of the
transition that began in
1979 with the Iranian islamic Revolution. Talking
about women and Islam is
difficult as often, in Western imagery, the word ‘Islam’ tends to evoke an idea
of submission, repression,
regression. The hijab – the
Islamic veil – is, from the
view of many Western
people, as a symbolic denial of women’s rights and
their role in society. The
Islamic Revolution that
gave rise to the Iranian Republic succeeded, in 1979,
thanks largely to women
who today are, to a certain
extent, victims of the rules
of sharia imposed in the
country by the mullahs.
The Wall of the ‘Patriarchal Culture’ | Iranian
women face a reality where

wearing the veil is mandatory and where the ‘Morality Police’ maintain a heavy
presence on the streets to
check, and arrest, transgressors. Men have a unilateral and almost unconditional right to divorce, to
polygamy, and to custody.
Marriages are allowed from
the age of nine for girls.
Women cannot exercise the
function of judge or hold
the highest political offices.
The Islamic penal code attributes to a woman’s life
half the value or ‘price of
blood’ of that of a man. If
these major restrictions
are erected in the name of
religion (as products of an
“Islamic” revolution), it is
also true that they are primarily due to a social structure which can be identified
with the concept of ‘patriarchal culture,’ which preexisted the revolution. This
patriarchal culture, which

tends to recognise only the
domestic role of women,
excluding them from the
public sphere ‘external’ to
their homes, already existed
in Iran before the Khomeinist revolution when it had
not been affected – except
to a small extent – by the
process of modernisation
and Westernisation promoted, or rather, imposed,
by the regime of the Shah.
The Semblance of ‘Women’s Emancipation’ under the Shah | The forced
abolition of the veil in 1963
and the granting of the right
to vote to women in 1967,
certainly represented steps
towards greater female
emancipation. They did,
however, generate contradictory political and social
implications. In fact, these
were political measures to
constrain the power of the
Iranian Shiite clergy, one of
the main opponents of the

Shah. It is therefore hard
to consider those measures
as aimed at sensitising the
consciences of Iranians
to the values of women’s
emancipation.
Indeed,
the Shah’s regime always
wanted to control and repress rather than promote
such emancipation, precisely because of the revolutionary potential inherent in
the mobilisation and awareness of Iranian women.
It would be wrong to think
that pre-revolutionary Iran
was properly ‘Westernised,’
or that women and men had
equal rights while post1979 Iran was a nightmare
of repression that Iranians
had never seen before. The
repression of opponents,
the violence and limitation
of liberties were already
present during the years of
the Shah. These limitations
did not disappear with the
rise of Khomeini but only
Continued PAGE 10
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took a different form with
enhanced religious connotations. Women have suffered because of the political choices of both regimes.
For many women, Reza
Pahlavi’s 1963 ban on the
veil deprived them of a
symbol of tradition, honour, femininity and so they
strongly opposed the royal
decree. The ban was eventually lifted years later by
Reza’s successor, Mohamed Pahlavi, but the dissent
against the Shah did not
diminish and even grew,
becoming a rapprochement
to more traditional customs, for men and women.

The latter began to wear the
veil and the ‘chador’ but the
gesture was not based on religious assumptions, rather
on political ones. It was a
conscious effort to take a
stand against the Pahlavi
regime, and a gesture of
solidarity with Khomeini,
who embodied the alternative to the oppressive Shah.
The Rise of women in Iran
The Islamic revolution has
not brought improvements
in the status of the Iranian
women, but has rather cancelled some measures of
undeniable progress adopted by the Shah, such as
the Family Protection Law

(1967) which introduced
legislation of family law
among the most advanced
in the Arab-Islamic world,
and which was abolished
as soon as the Ayatollahs
“triumphed” in 1979. Today, women in Iran have
found the courage to loudly
protest against the restrictive measures that affect
them. For example, they
initiated a new form of protest against the obligatory
veil, the so-called ‘White
Wednesdays,’ during which
women (and men) opposed
to the constriction of the
veil, wear a veil or a white
accessory, as a symbol

of their peaceful protest.
Iranians have been struggling for their rights long
before 1979. But unlike
men, whose demands are
mainly political and have
as their objective the undemocratic functioning of
the state and its institutions,
women have to take their
fight in society as much as
in the family, against the
authoritarianism of political
power, but also against the
sexism of family traditions.
It is a difficult path that
Iranian women have been
walking over the decades.

Khomeini’s top aids. Prior
to his death, Kolahi had —
for decades in fact — been
among the Islamic Republic’s most wanted men. Two
years later, another Dutch
citizen of Iranian descent,
Ahmad Mola Nissi, was
murdered in The Hague.
Nissi was a leader in the
Arab Struggle Movement
for the Liberation of Ahvaz (ASMLA), a separatist
group which hopes to break
away from the Islamic Republic and form an Arab
state in western Iran. The
group is considered a terrorist organisation by Tehran
and has been repeatedly targeted by Iran’s intelligence.
…France | Despite being one of the staunchest

supporters of the JCPOA,
Paris has also denounced
the activities of Iranian intelligence in France. As
recently as June 2018 the
French government accused the Islamic Republic
of Iran Intelligence Ministry of organising a plot
to bomb a rally of Iranian
opposition groups in Paris.
France believes Tehran
wanted to target Iranian opposition supporters, gathered in Paris for a meeting
of the National Council of
Resistance of Iran (NCRI)
which is an umbrella organisation of Iranian dissident groups, co-founded by
the People's Mujahidin Organisation of Iran (MEK),
the National Democratic

by Maged Srour

The Eu's Iran Dilemma
On 8 January 2019, the
European Union (EU) approved fresh sanctions on
a unit of the Ministry of
Intelligence of the Islamic
Republic of Iran and two
of its individuals members,
the Deputy Minister, Saeid
Hashemi Moghadam, and
Director General of Intelligence, Assadollah Asadi,
over assassination plots
within the EU. The EU accuses the Tehran agency
of carrying out plots and
attacks in several European countries. The move
puts individuals and intelligence unit on the EU terror list, thus freezing their
financial assets. The EU
has concluded that IRGC
operatives have been responsible for hostile acts
within its territory since
2015. This comes despite
EU-Iran joint efforts to enhance bilateral relations
and save the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action
(JCPOA), despite the decision of the United States
(US) to abandon the deal.
In the Netherlands…On

the very day sanctions were
agreed on, the Foreign Minister of the Netherlands,
Stef Blok, declared that
his country's secret service
had "strong indications"
that Iran was involved in
the assassination of Dutch
nationals, firstly in Amsterdam in 2015 and then
in The Hague in 2017. The
Netherlands had in fact previously expelled two Iranian embassy workers in connection with the murders,
as Dutch authorities already
had reason to suspect the
active involvement of the
Islamic Republic in the assassinations. According to
the Netherland’s police, Ali
Motamed, who was killed
in shooting outside his
home near Amsterdam in
December 2015, had adopted a pseudonym to hide his
real identity, which was
Mohammad Reza Kolahi.
Kolahi stood accused by
Iran of carrying out a major bombing in Tehran in
1981, which killed dozens
of Iranian regime officials,
including one of Ayatollah
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Front (NDF) and the Kurdistan Democratic Party of
Iran (KDPI). These groups
share strong opposition to
the Islamic Republic. Notably, US politicians such
as Newt Gingrich, a former House speaker, and
Rudy Giuliani, President
Donald Trump's lawyer,
were part of the gathering.
France responded by raiding the headquarters of the
organisation Zahra Centre
France led by Yahia Gouasmi, a French-Algerian who
is known for his links to
Iran, was arrested during
the same police operation.
France was also the first EU
country to freeze the assets
of Saeid Hashemi Moghadam and Assadollah Asadi, the two men sanctioned

by the EU this month.
And Denmark | The October events in Denmark
represent the most recent
example of activities by
Iran’s intelligence officials
on EU soil, as Copenhagen
directly accused Tehran
of plotting to assassinate
the Denmark-based European branch leader of the
ASMLA group. The investigation led to the detention
of a Norwegian citizen of
Iranian origin, arrested in
Sweden and extradited to
Denmark, who had taken
pictures of ASMLA leaders’ homes. The links to
the Islamic Republic are
corroborated by the fact
that six days before Denmark accused Iran of plotting attacks inside its terri-

tory, Tehran’s intelligence
had strengthened its focus against the ASMLA
group. ASMLA claimed
responsibility for targeting
a military parade, on 22
September 2018, killing 25
military personnel and civilians in the city of Ahvaz.
Following the attack on the
parade, Iran condemned
Denmark, the Netherlands
and Britain for harbouring ASMLA members.
Iran has warned several
times that it could withdraw
from the nuclear deal if EU
countries do not protect
guarantee its full implementation. The Euro-Gulf
Information Centre (EGIC)
will continue to monitor
EU’s efforts to keep the
JCPOA alive. Such efforts
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have been evidenced by the
recent adoption of measures
such as the EU blocking
statute and the Special Purpose Vehicle (SVP), aimed
at reducing the impact of
US sanctions on Iran. Imposing fresh sanctions on
a unit of the Iranian intelligence agency is unlikely
to significantly undermine
EU-Iran joint efforts to save
the deal. However, Tehran’s
covert activities in Europe
and the consequent EU response signal that, beyond
the mutually beneficial
economic and commercial
relations, political relations
between the EU and Iran
continue to face significant
obstacles and, perhaps,
even incompatible strategies.
by Antonino Occhiuto

Iran's shaky regime 40 years after the revolution
the country's Islamic
principles
at a time of rising
economic
pressure and punishing US sanctions.
President Hassan
Rohani yet again
slammed the US's
decision to withdraw from the
2015 Iran nuclear

deal, describing it
as a "conspiracy."
But despite this
anti-Americanism,
one of the central
tenets of Iran's 1979
revolution, today's
regime is far weaker than it's ever
been says RFI's
Christina Okello.
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and other researchers to Radio France
International.
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Tens of thousands
of Iranians poured
onto the streets
of Tehran Monday to mark 40
years since the Islamic revolution.
Waving
Iranian
flags and chanting
"Death to America," they pledged
their allegiance to
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The Euro-Gulf Information Centre (EGIC) is an initiative that aims to build social, political, strategic, cultural and economic bridges
between the people of Europe and the Arabian Gulf.
While the EGIC was only formed on 01 October 2015 as a legal association in Rome, Italy, it draws on the expertise of a multitude of scholars,
policy makers, economists and members of European and Gulf civil societies to enhance inter-regional relations.
The EGIC has tasked itself with 5 activities over the short, medium and long terms:
• Publishing Hub—the first objective of the Centre is to act as a publishing hub on information related to the wider Arabian Gulf. This entails
the launching of a new journal (re: The Arabian Gulf), book series, policy papers and newsletters. Literature will be made available in several
languages (Arabic, English, Italian, German, French and several of the Slavonic languages) and be done in both hard and soft copy formats.
• Seminars, Conferences and Roundtables—in order to continue to attract attention for the Centre, a series of seminars, conferences and
roundtable discussions will take place on a regular basis.
• Specialised Certificate, Internships and Scholarship Programmes—the EGIC will begin a targeted certificate programme for university-aged students, run as Spring Schools. Themes will vary, but stay related to European-Arabian Gulf dynamics. Also, the
EGIC will also offer a 3 month internship based on the European ERASMUS Programme. This programme will focus on building the skill-set required of a socio-political organisation and includes: organisational, writing, presentation and innovative thinking skills. Finally, the EGIC will offer monthly and annual scholarships for research on Arabian Gulf-related topics.
• Cultural Events—the EGIC strives to offer a comprehensive cultural platform to expose the people of Europe and the Gulf to each other’s cultural rites, rituals, festivals and writings. From book launches, poetry readings, talks, films and cookery, the EGIC aims to bring people together.
• Web and Tech—the EGIC has adopted a tech-savvy approach that entails the use of high-tech platforms to generate an interactive platform
beyond the physical boundaries of the EGIC headquarters. All EGIC research and events will be made Open Access and the deployed technologies will reflect this approach.
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